A Smiling Suite (2007)
Capriccio (Allegro)
Air (Largo espressivo)
Gavotte (Andantino sveglio)
Menuet lent (Andantino molto cantabile)
Fuga diatonica (Vivace con spirito)

Nicolas Bacri

“A Smiling Suite is a transcription of five pieces from the two first books of a cycle of three books
for piano named, somewhat ironically, Diletto classico (classical pleasure), containing a Suite baroque
(in five movements), a Sonatina classica (in three movements) and a diptych named Arioso barocco e
fuga monodica a due voci.
These pieces are overtly neo-classical pastiches and intend to be a very serious entertainment for
people that really love, on one hand, Bach, Haydn, Mozart, and on the other, Stravinsky and
Prokofiev. I have done few pieces in this genre but I must recall that my Im Volkston and my
Symphony No. 4 (classical symphony Sturm und Drang), both written in 1996, are cornerstones in
my catalog in that particular way of re-visiting the past with a smile. I wish to A Smiling Suite the
same success as the two previous ones and I am particularly proud that the first performance is
done with such a trio, the Verdehr Trio, which is famous for a long time now, even in Europe, for
its commitment to contemporary music. Dedicated to the Verdehr Trio.”
─Nicolas Bacri
The world premiere of A Smiling Suite was on May 27, 2009 in the Verdehr Trio Summer Chamber
Music Concert Series at the Wharton Center, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan.
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